LANGUAGE ARTS: ENGLISG
1.
2.

Watch the movie “The School of Rock” and sketch the character of any
two major actors of the movie.
Go to the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzrpi93Rq_M&list=PLndfEMRm03EU
OSc0HaPxRFZMkIJ58svKf
 After completion of the tutorial, write one essay each of
o (1) Expository Essay
o (2) Persuasive Essay
o (3) Personal Essay.
 Your essays should be a minimum of 300 words.
 You are to send in your essays to Richard.moktan@gmail.com
 Either handwritten or typed.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Conduct a thorough research on 7 provinces of Federal Nepal. Read daily
newspapers, watch TV news, enquire about 7 provinces and local elections with
your parents/neighbors/local leader. Prepare a complete report on the topics
given/explained to you in the class. Forward it to your group captain in his or
her email ID.
J.N. Aryal (9841474653)

LOGIC AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Prepare a project report (Hand written in A4 Sheets) based on the following
points
See the exchange rate in a daily newspaper and visit nearby bank (if necessary)
to find The different rates of buying and selling foreign currency.
 Currency of other country is expensive (in most of the cases)
 If there any rule (Certain Percent) to fix the selling rate?
 Which bank decides foreign exchange rate?
 Why the rate of exchange constant with Indian Rupee?
 The benefit of having foreign currency in Nepal.

 What makes foreign exchange changing every day?
 Sources of foreign currency in Nepal.
(ESTIMATED TIME 2HRS)

EPH:

Take pictures during local level elections showing its negative impact on the
environment. Prepare a collage with those pictures in a chart paper.
(ESTIMATED TIME 2HRS)
Arjun Chhetry: 9851118466

DISCOVERY SCIENCE

Prepare a collage on the topic ‘Air pollution and its effect on environment and
Human health’. Take pictures or download high quality coloured pictures on the
topic mentioned and collage them in a chart paper.
(ESTIMATED TIME 1 HOUR)
Manoj Shah: 9841644459
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